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ABSTRACT Most of the Thermal (Infrared) cameras nowadays are equipped with a motorized lens for
focusing a scene manually. The subjective nature of manual focusing makes it an inefficient and
cumbersome process. In contrast, Autofocusing (AF) obtains the best focused image based on a quantitative
measure with the benefits of convenience and intelligence. Various AF systems for visual cameras have
been developed, but relatively less amount of work has been done for thermal imaging systems. This paper
presents a Vision and Control based Autofocusing System (VCAFS) comprising: (1) an uncooled thermal
camera with motorized lens, (2) a passive contrast-based focus measure, (3) a smoothing operator to avoid
local extrema, and (4) two different lens motion controllers. Experimental results show the efficacy of the
proposed system on live videos even when the scene and its depth are continuously changing.
INDEX TERMS Contrast detection, Focus measures, Passive Autofocusing, Thermal imaging system.

I. INTRODUCTION

Image acquisition is an important task in a wide variety of
applications such as security, medical science, law
enforcement, agriculture, entertainment and power industry,
resulting in an increase in popularity of digital cameras.
Effectiveness of the image acquisition directly relates to the
quality of acquired image. Objects tend to appear sharper in a
well-focused image in contrast to being blurry in a defocused
image. The degree of sharpness of an image is a function of
the distance between camera lens and its imaging sensor [1].
This distance [2] can be controlled automatically by lens'
movement performed by a special system of digital camera
called the Autofocus System (AFS). A typical AFS consists
of a hardware part responsible for lens movement acting on
the commands provided by the software part. In this paper
we propose a framework for AF of a thermal camera.
Modern day thermal cameras include a motorized lens which
can be controlled manually, or automatically to focus on a
certain scene. Numerous AFSs have been developed for
visual cameras but only few exist for thermal imaging
systems. The most recent work on autofocus for thermal

imagery combines IR and visible light for microscope focus
correction [3]. Pinkard et. al. [4] proposed CNN based
autofocus architecture for microscope; it learns the physics of
illumination to find the best focus. Juočas et. al. [5]
developed an array of low cost cameras multi-focus fusion of
microscopic imagery. Najibi et. al. [6] proposed a deep
learning based autofocus framework to accelerate multi-scale
inference for generic object detection. Sumon et. al. [7]
provided a comparison of different autofocus techniques for
digital techniques. The most recent work related to our
research was done by Chunping et. al. [8]. It provides
comparison of different image estimation methods for
daylight dataset of images of different scenes; lacks control
part of autofocus.
We have proposed a Vision and Control based Autofocus
System (VCAFS) for thermal cameras. Thermal cameras for
long-range surveillance usually do not come with
autofocusing, because it further increases their cost.
Furthermore, autofocusing algorithms are heavily dependent
on the nature of the scene. VCAFS is comprised of (1) an
uncooled thermal camera with motorized lens, (2) a passive
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contrast-based focus measure, (3) a smoothing operator to
avoid local extrema, and (4) two different lens motion
controllers.
A. VISIBLE VS. THERMAL IMAGING

Visual cameras capture images by sensing visible light
reflected from an object's surface and are therefore dependent
on scene's illumination, direction, color balance etc.
providing unsatisfactory information, especially in dark
environments. These limitations can be overcome by using
sensors which respond to the energy radiated by a body
instead of reflected by it. Thermal cameras are equipped with
such sensors to capture images in IR range of
electromagnetic (EM) spectrum which contains most of the
thermal energy emitted by a body. This thermal energy is in
accordance to the black body radiation law and is a direct
function of object's temperature; the hotter the object, the
more the thermal radiation it emits. IR spectrum spanning the
wavelengths from 700 nm to 1 mm is divided into three main
bands: Near Infrared (NIR), Medium Infrared (MIR) and Far
Infrared (FIR). Figure 1 [9] illustrates these bands and their
sub-bands.
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Figure 1.Electromagnetic Spectrum [9]

Thermographic cameras are classified into two types based
on the type of infrared detector incorporated: uncooled or
cooled. More commonly used uncooled thermal cameras
operate at ambient temperature and have lower image
quality. However, they are quieter, smaller and less
expensive. On the contrary, cooled thermal cameras are more
expensive and larger due to the inclusion of cryogenic
coolers and offer the advantages of better image quality and
improved sensitivity.
B. AUTOFOCUSING

Focusing is achieved by moving focal plane of the lens to a
position dictated by the thin lens formula [10] so that the
object appears the sharpest in the image. The lens can be
moved either manually (called Manual Focusing (MF)) or
automatically by the camera system (called Autofocusing
(AF)). MF requires user intervention, sufficient skills, is
tedious, complicated and time consuming and has higher
probability of error thereby resulting in blurry images. AF,
on the other hand, provides the benefits of minimal user
involvement and faster and easier implementation, leading to
the best quality image. An AFS mainly consists of a sensor, a

motorized lens and a control system to rotate that motor so
that the distance between sensor and lens can be adjusted to
focus a certain scene. AF techniques are broadly classified
into two categories depending on the type of input provided
to the lens control system. These are explained below.
1) ACTIVE AUTOFOCUSING

An Active Autofocus System [10] makes use of an energy
transmitting device to decide whether an object is in focus or
not. The transmitter (IR or ultrasonic) located on the camera
emits a beam which gets reflected by the object of interest
and reaches the receiver situated on the camera. The time
difference is measured which is used to calculate the distance
between camera lens and object of interest.
2) PASSIVE AUTOFOCUSING

No active sensors are required in Passive Autofocus System
because they depend upon information obtained from the
image itself. This information is in the form of several
metrics (or measures) calculated by image processing
algorithms. Passive AF is achieved by either phase
detection or contrast detection. Phase detection makes use
of a secondary mirror and micro-lens to split the incoming
light and directs it onto an autofocus (AF) sensor producing
a couple of images which are then compared to find similar
intensity patterns. The comparison enables us to calculate
both the direction and amount of lens movement. Contrastbased AFS does not require the use of AF sensor, secondary
mirror or micro-lens because the image captured by the
main sensor is used directly. It consists of three steps:
i.
Selection of focusing region.
ii.
Computation of focus measure.
iii.
Search for extremum.
Value of the focus measure, corresponding to image
captured at each focus position, is obtained which should
ideally produce a Gaussian like focus function.
C. LITERATURE OVERVIEW

A lot of work has been done on the comparison, evaluation
and selection of different focusing operators. The earliest
comparison was done by Groen in [1] in which 11 different
focusing operators were evaluated. A noticeable work from
implementation point of view was done by Krotkov in [11].
Autofocusing in the field of computer microscopy was
investigated in [12] by Sun. Some novel and robust
focusing operators were proposed by Lee in [13] and Joen
in [14]. Work on autofocusing operators, specifically for
thermal images, has been done in [9] and [15]. Chen [16]
employs the technique of supervised machine learning to
address the problem of finding optimal lens position. A
recent literature overview comparing and evaluating
various focus measures and search methodologies for both
visible and thermal cameras was done in [17]. In [18],
design and implementation of a real time, fixed step size
autofocus system for thermal imagers is presented.
Autofocusing operators, reported in literature, can mainly
be divided into two categories: spatial and frequency
domain operators. Gradient [11], histogram [12] and
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statistics based measures [19] fall in the category of spatial
domain operators while Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
[20], Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [21] and Discrete
Wavelet Transform (DWT) [22] are the frequency domain
operators. Spatial domain operators are generally faster
owing to the reason that they operate directly on gray
values of an image. On the other hand, frequency domain
operators are more robust to noise and perform better than
spatial counter parts but because of their high
computational complexity, they are rarely used in real time
applications.
D. CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE PAPER

As evident from literature review in the previous section,
most of the autofocusing work has been based on the
comparison and evaluation of focus measuresusing
databases, with little attention to their implementation in
real time systems. Moreover, a few attention has been given
to auto-focusing of IR camera due to less feature in its
imagery.
In this paper, we compare different focusing methods and
find a suitable focusing measure for thermal imagery; we
propose a control framework for autofocusing a thermal
camera (which does not provide feedback about its lens
position) on live video feed with continuously changing
scene and depth. A bang-bang controller in two different
configurations based on fixed and adaptive step size, along
with a moving average filter to avoid local extrema, is
devised and implemented to control the motorized lens of
an uncooled thermal camera.

b. Focus resolution (ε): The extremum must correspond to
the best focused image, so ε should be ideally zero.
c. Range (η): The tail of the extremum must be as broad
as possible so that in-focus image can be obtained over a
wide range. In other words, η (width at a low percentage l
of the maximum) should be large.
d. Width (υ): Extremum should be sharp meaning that υ
(width at a high percentage h of the maximum) should have
a small value.
e. Reproducibility: Good reproducibility is ensured by a
sharp extremum.
f. Robustness: The algorithm used to obtain the focus
function should be robust to noise, camera jitter, etc.
g. General applicability: The algorithm should be generic
enough to work on a wide variety of images.
h. Implementation: The focus function generating
algorithm should not be computation intensive.

II. FOCUSING OPERATORS

In this section, we will first describe the desired
characteristics of an ideal focusing function and then
explain some of the selected focusing operators. These
focusing operators are selected from different categories
established from literature. A lot of focusing operators were
tested specifically for thermal images and only the best
performing from different categories are presented here.
The selected operators include one blob detector called
Laplacian Blob Detector (LBD) [23], one feature detector
called Fast Feature Detector (FFD), two statistical measures
including variance and entropy and a gradient based
operator called Tenengrad.
A. REQUIRED PROPERTIES OF FOCUSING OPERATOR

To determine the best focus position of a certain scene, we
must define a certain measure which can exhibit the
sharpness content of that scene to a certain approximation.
In essence, we should have a focus value corresponding to
each focus position producing a focus function as shown in
Figure 2 [1]. Following criteria are used in the selection and
evaluation of a suitable focus function.
a. Unimodality: The focus function should have only one
extremum which helps to avoid any local extremum.

Figure 2. Focus Function [1]

B. FOCUSING OPERATORS UNDER CONSIDERATION
1) LAPLACIAN BLOB DETECTOR

Laplacian Blob Detector (LBD) [23], one of the most
common blob detectors, is based on Laplacian of Gaussian
(LoG). In this technique, the input image is first convolved
with a Gaussian kernel at a particular scale to get a state
space representation [23] which when passed through a
Laplacian operator produces strong response for blobs. This
procedure is repeated for different scales of image to detect
blobs of all sizes. Total numbers of blobs, representing our
focus measure, are obtained by adding no. of blobs at all
scales.
2) FAST FEATURE DETECTOR

Features from Accelerated Segment Test (FAST) [24],[25]
is a corner detection method. It extracts such features which
are useful for the purpose of tracking and mapping objects
in various computer vision tasks. It is faster than any of
many other renowned feature extraction methods, such as
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Difference of Gaussians (DoG) used by SIFT, Harris and
SUSAN and is therefore appropriate for real time video
processing.
3) TENENGRAD

Tenengrad [11], [26], [27] focus measure is based on
calculating the magnitude of the 2D spatial gradients using
the Sobel operator. This measure convolves the image
I ( x, y) with the following 3x3 Sobel masks:
 1 0 1 
1 2 1




(1)
ix   2 0 2  , iy   0 0 0 
 1 0 1 
 1 2 1




These convolution operations result in horizontal and
vertical gradient images. Focus measure value for a single
pixel is then given by the following formula (5):

S  x, y   ix * I ( x, y )  iy * I ( x, y ) 
A single value for whole image is obtained by:
ftenengrad  S ( x, y)
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Figure 3.Block Diagram of Proposed VCAFS

Where M and N represent the rows and columns of
image. Measures based on mean and standard deviation of
matrix S ( x, y ) have also been reported in the literature.
4) VARIANCE

Variance of gray levels of an image is a statistical measure
given by:
2
1 M N
f variance 
i  x, y   µ 
(4)

MN x 1 y 1
Where i( x, y) is the gray value and  represents the
standard deviation of the image. Gray level local variance
[28] has also been reported in the literature.
5) ENTROPY

This operator bases itself on the assumption that a focused
image contains more information and lesser randomness
thereby producing a minimum at the point of optimal focal
position. Its formula is given by [29]:

f entropy   p  i  log 2  p  i  , p(i)  0

Scene is any object emitting thermal energy in the form of
IR radiations. These radiations are captured by the lens of
camera and converged onto the IR imaging sensor which
generates an electronic image/video depicting the thermal
energy of the scene. A frame grabber is employed to feed
digital frames to the personal computer (PC) where image
processing and decision making regarding lens movement
takes place.

(5)

i

Where p (i ) is normalized histogram count value.

In the image processing block, the first task is to select an
appropriate focusing region in the captured frame which is
usually central part of the image. In our case, the resolution
of the camera is not very high and Tenengrad can process
the frames at an appropriate speed, so there is no need for
cropping. Next, we apply our focusing operator on the
image to obtain its focus value which, along with the focus
values of previously captured frames, contributes in
calculating the running average. This is done to avoid the
possible local extrema in our focusing function profile and
helps in the subsequent step i.e., locating the global peak.
The controller keeps on rotating the servo motor attached to
the lens in either direction, based on the trend of running
average, until global peak is reached eventually resulting in
the best focused image. The thermal camera used for
experimentation of the devised autofocusing system is an
uncooled microbolometer type working in wavelength
range of 8-14 µm with focal length and thermal sensitivity
of 100 mm and 80 mK, respectively. Its focal plane array is
320x240, its frame rate is 25 fps and its pitch (i.e., pixel
size) is 25 µm.

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

In this section, framework of proposed Vision and Control
based Autofocusing System (VCAFS) is first described
with the help of a block diagram. A suitable focusing
operator is then selected after careful evaluation of the
selected operators on a thermal image database. The later
part of the section explains the effects of running average
on focusing function profile. Controller configurations for
lens motion are provided at the last.
A. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Figure 3[30] shows our implementation framework using a
block diagram. There are four main blocks in the diagram:
scene, image acquisition, image processing and lens motion
control. These are explained below.

B. SELECTION OF A SUITABLE FOCUSING OPERATOR

The operators discussed above are tested using a thermal
database developed by [9]. This database is developed
using an uncooled thermographic camera (TESTO 880-3)
with wavelength in the range of 8-14µm, FPA resolution of
160x120 pixels and minimum focus distance of 100mm. It
contains 10 different image sets of scenes with varying
amount of information and focus depth. Each set contains
96 images taken at different focus steps 1mm apart. The
database contains 4 sets of images of telematic equipment
at different distances (TE1, TE2, TE3, TE4), a set of
images of an electronic circuit (EC), a set of images of a
corridor illuminated by fluorescents (CF), a set of images of
hand (H), a set of images of a person’s face (F), a set of
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images of a heater (H) and a set of images of a laptop
transformer (LT).
Due to space constraints, results of all the five operators
on all 10 image sets could not be presented. Therefore,
results of only four databases (TE1, CF, Ha and H) are
shown. For each of these four databases, these selected five
operators are applied one by one, normalized by their
respective maximum value and then plotted on the same
figure for comparison purposes. An ideal operator should
produce a Gaussian like focus function with extremum in
the middle and increasing/decreasing on the sides.
Figure 4 shows the results of applying the selected five
focusing operators on TE1 (telematic equipment) database.
Focus functions produced by LBD and FFD are not
desirable because of multimodality and narrow tail
respectively. Tenengrad suffers from the problem of local
extrema but still produces a favorable focus function having
a sharp peak as compared to that of variance and entropy.
The results of CF (corridor and fluorescents) database,
shown in Figure 5, reveal that Tenengrad produces a

perfect focusing function while statistical measures fail
because of scene's low contrast and large difference
between the sizes of object (fluorescents) and background
(corridor). FFD also fails due to the absence of definite
features while LBD gives a fairly acceptable focus function.
Similarly, Tenengrad gives the most desirable results when
applied on Ha (hand) and H (heater) databases as shown in
Figures 6 and 7. In both the databases, variance and entropy
generate an unsuitable flat focus function while LBD and
FFD face the issues of local extrema and narrow tail.
In terms of computational time per image calculated on a
Core i3, 2.40GHz Windows computer running MATLAB
R2013a, LBD suffers the most because of its multi-scale
nature.FFD provides a significant improvement but still not
suitable for our application. Variance and entropy perform
the best regarding the computational time while Tenengrad
takes slightly more time as shown in TABLE I. Considering
all the characteristics of an ideal focus function, we select
Tenengrad as our operator of choice for calculating the
sharpness of thermal images.

Figure 4.Focus Functions for 1m telematic (TE1)

Figure 6.Focus Functions for Hand (Ha)

Figure 5.FocusFunctions for Corridor and Fluorescents (CF)

Figure 7.Focus Functions for Heater (H)
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF COMPUTATIONAL TIME
OPERATOR

TIME (ms)

LBD
FFD
Variance
Entropy
Tenengrad

2400
300
25
27
30

C. RUNNING AVERAGE

As evident from Figures 4-7, the profiles of the focusing
functions are not always smooth due to the presence of
local extrema which can prevent us from achieving the best
focused position. This problem can be solved using the
technique of moving average which helps to smooth out
short-term variations while emphasizing the general trend
of our focus function. It works by calculating the simple or
weighted average of some r data points in the vicinity of a
particular data point and then replacing that data point with
the calculated average. Figure 8 shows the effect of
applying running average on the focusing function of
Electronic Circuit (EC) database [9]. It is clear that the
running average profiles are devoid of small fluctuations
previously present in Tenengrad's focus function profile,
specifically in the tail regions. Another worth noting
difference is the forward shift in peak position of running
average profiles. This is because of the reason that only
previous r data samples are used instead of taking equal
samples on either side. The amount of this lag is equal to
one half of r as confirmed by Figure 8 where peak positions
of smoothed profiles for r = 4 and r = 6 are 36 (2 point
forward shift) and 37 (3 point forward shift) instead of 34,
respectively. Note that the running average is only applied
on the focus measure values and not on the acquired images
themselves.

Figure 8.Effect of running average on EC Database

D. LENS MOTION CONTROL

Two types of controllers are devised based upon the step
size provided to the servo motor responsible for lens
movement. The step size is either same (fixed) for all steps
or variable (adaptive) depending upon its position from the
global peak.
1) FIXED STEP SIZE (FSS)

In this configuration, servo motor moves the lens in
constant steps until the peak is reached. This simple
approach suffers from the drawbacks of vulnerability to
local extrema and not producing the optimal result if focus
position lies between two focus steps.
2) ADAPTIVE STEP SIZE (ASS)

Tenengrad produces Gaussian like focus function with
small variance meaning that consecutive focus values in tail
region have small difference as compared to their difference
in the peak region. An ASS controller makes use of this fact
by making the step size inversely proportional to the
difference between two consecutive focus values as
follows:
1
(6)
adaptive step size 
difference value

In this way, we are able to traverse the tail region quickly
thus avoiding possible local extrema. In addition, it
generally produces sharper image than FSS approach.
Figure 9 presented below shows the pseudo code of our
proposed controllers. The difference between the two
controllers is the step size applied at lines 8 and 16.
Algorithm Passive Autofocusing Algorithm
Require: IR video/frames
1: procedure Autofocusing
2:
loop
3:
rotate motor clockwise 3-4 times with certain step size
4:
capture frames at each focus step
5:
calculate focus value for each frame and running average
6: if running average is increasing then
7: while global peak not reached do
8:
rotate motor clockwise with fixed/adaptive step
9:
capture frame
10:
calculate focus value and running average
11: end while
12:
pause(5)
13: goto 23
14:
else
15: while global peak not reached do
16:
rotate motor counter-clockwise with fixed/adaptive step
17:
capture frame
18:
calculate focus value and running average
19: end while
20:
pause(5)
21: goto 23
22: end if
23: while scene not changed do
24:
pause(5)
25: end while
26: end loop
27: end procedure
Figure 9. Pseudo Code of Passive Autofocusing Algorithm
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IV. RESULTS

Results of applying both the proposed controllers on live
video feed of a human face are presented in this section.
Comparison is done by analyzing the series of frames
captured at each focus step by each controller. Running
average with past four focus values (r=4) is employed in
these experiments. Images have been cropped to show only
the relevant portion.
Figure 10 shows the results for FSS controller. As shown
in the first two rows, there is a constant and steady increase
in image quality as the lens moves with a fixed step. The
third row exhibits similar trend until the sharpest image is
obtained at Focus Step 11. The autofocusing algorithm
continues moving the lens further thereby decreasing the
sharpness because the lens has now moved past its optimal
focus position. This movement of 4 additional focus steps is
a consequence of two reasons:
i. Lag of r  2 focus steps introduced due to running

Figure 10. FSS Controller Results.(Image 11 is the sharpest)

2

average
ii. Capture 2 more frames to ensure that the global peak is
reached.
The controller then issues a single command to move the
lens 4 steps back to its calculated optimal position,
eventually producing the sharpest image. This explains the
sudden difference between the last two images.
Results of implementing ASS controller on the same
scene as before are given in Figure 11. Note that the initial
images in Figures 10 and 11 are similar implying that both
the controllers are started at the same focus position. The
second image in Figure 11 is taken by moving the lens by a
fixed small step. Both images look similar with only a small
difference d in their focus values. A significant
improvement in sharpness is observed in the third image of
this series, when compared to that of Figure 10 due to the
reason that a large focus step is taken in adaptive controller
based on its inverse relation with the previously calculated
small difference d. In other words, an adaptive controller is
able to skip some of the focus steps in tail region. But at the
same time, it requires more steps in the vicinity of peak
region for precise refinement. This can be verified by
Figure 10 where three steps (10, 11 and 12) are taken near
the global peak as compared to five steps (5, 6, 7, 8 and 9)
of Figure 11.
Similar results are obtained for the second scene of a
ceiling mounted projector. Figure 12 shows the results of
applying the FSS controller on the said scene. Note that in
this case image 13 is the sharpest as the starting position of
lens is farther away from the optimal position when
compared with Figure 10. When ASS controller is applied
on the projector scene, results in Figure 13 are obtained.
After reaching the optimal focus position, the focus value
of the next frame is calculated continuously to check if
either the scene or its depth has changed. If the new focus
value is within a certain bound i.e., 90% of the focus value
of the last optimal position, the lens is kept at the same
position; otherwise the focusing process is done for the new
scene.

Figure 11. ASS Controller Results (Image 7 is the sharpest)
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Figure 12. FSS Controller Results - Projector (Image 13 is the sharpest)
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Figure 13. ASS Controller Results - Projector (Image 11 is the sharpest)
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As mentioned before, ASS controller produces sharper
optimal focus position image as compared to the FSS
controller as evident by values in TABLE II.
TABLE II
COMPARISON OF CONTROLLERS’ SHARPNESS VALUES
SHARPNESS VALUE (TENENGRAD)
SCENE
FSS
ASS
% increase
Face
11827
13684
15%
Projector
20128
24040
19%

Once the best focus position of the lens is achieved, it is
kept at the same position for some time (for example, 5
seconds) in order to avoid overheating of lens motor.

detected by continuously calculating focus value every 5
seconds resulting in wastage of computational resources.
Scene change detection algorithm will be incorporated in
future to automatically detect when a scene or its depth has
changed. The proposed algorithm will also be designed to
be implemented on FPGA to reduce the focus value
computation time thereby resulting in faster autofocusing.
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